Errata

The History and Practice of Ancient Astronomy

Important Corrections
p. 7, line +19: For before read after
p. 106, Table 2.3, entry for Bull 18°: For 11°11′ read 17°11′
p. 172, Table 4.2, entry for A.D. 100: For 117 7582 read 175 7582
p. 202, Fig. 4.14, middle column of English text: the line of ten circles should contain only nine
p. 207, line -24: The statement “Ptolemy was not aware of atmospheric refraction” applies to the Ptolemy of the Almagest. But in his Optics (V 23-30), Ptolemy discusses the astronomical consequences of atmospheric refraction.
p. 215, caption to Fig. 5.11: After BMC insert Bithynia
p. 223, line -16: For 45th read 15th
p. 225, line -7: For 94 1/ read 94 1/2
p. 255, line +20: For 333 1/2° read 333 1/20°
p. 290, Table 7.1, line -15: For Jan 2 read Feb 2. Line -14: For Jan 12 read Feb 12
p. 291, Table 7.1, line +20: For 1974 Mar 2 read 1974 May 2
p. 293, Table 7.1, line -9: For 1982 Nov 1 read 1981 Nov 1
p. 294, Table 7.1, line -21: For 269 read 249 (longitude of Venus on JD 2445300)
p. 313, line -16: For 1972 read 1975
p. 364, Fig. 7.38: For Longitude 83° read Longitude 84°
p. 368, Table 7.4: For January 0.5 GMT 1990 read January 0.5 GMT 1900
p. 404, line +4: For Theon of Alexandria read Ptolemy
p. 413, caption to Fig. 7.61. Add Courtesy of Houghton Library, Harvard University

Other Corrections
p. 39, line +18: For prerequisite read prerequisite
p. 46, line -13: For privilege read privilege
p. 99, line -10: For are read are
p. 105, line -16: For Sag read Sgr
p. 124, line +4: After length insert in
p. 165, line -23: for B.C. read B.C.
p. 209, line -20: For AD read A.D.
p. 242, line +20: After entering the table insert at
p. 259, line +5: For HIPPACHUS read HIPPARCHUS
p. 272, line +18: For Centauri read Centauri. Same correction in line +19
p. 272, line +20: For Centaurus read Centaurus
p. 296, line -12: Delete to
p. 296, line -17: For come read from
p. 302, line -24: For astronomy read astronomy
p. 316, line +22: For circumstances read circumstances
p. 319, line +13: For emepheris read ephemeris
p. 354, line +1: For at on read on
p. 382, caption to Fig. 7.48: Before MS insert (p.
. 432, line -15: For choice between read choice between
p. 437, line -19: For opernicus read Copernicus